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SuMhwIiY --- 

Some excerpts from a rezord of data obtmned in an encounter with 
moderate turbulence during routine operation3 by a transport an-C.-aft are 
analysed in order to a33e33 the contribution to the cg normal acceleratnns 
from the elevator movement produced by the automatx control system. It I.3 
found that this contribution is quite small and does not have a consistent 
effect on the amplitude3 of thr accelerations. 

The influence of an autostabili3er on the response in turbulent condltlons 
is discussed for du idealised sltuatlon. From the awAyt.xd and numerical 
results obtained it 13 3een that the effectiveness of an autostabdiser will 

usually be strongly frequency-dependent. However, it is suggested that for 
the case considered here an autostabillser with a pitch-rate law could gave a 

useful reduction in the cg normal acceleratwns experienced in turbulence: the 
most s&table value of the gearing appears to be that which produce3 a value of 
about O-7 for the relative damping of the aircraft's short-period iongltudlnal 
mode. 

* Replace3 R.A.E. Technical Report 69008 - A.R.C. 31270 
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When an aircraft encounters moderate to severe atmospheric turbulence 
there are large and rapid changes in its normal acceleration. Associated 

with these changes is a considerable amount of actlnty in elevator movement 

as the autopdot, 01‘ the human pilot, reacts to the response of the aIrcraft. 
Such elevator movements contribute to the accelerations experienced by the 
ancraft and the question of the magnitude and nature of this contrlbutlon 

therefore arises. The problem can be solved of the complete hlstorles of 
elevator angle and normal acceleration are known and a reliable mathematical 
model of the aircraft 1s established. This state of affaxrs exists all too 
rarely since most detailed records of Input and output parameters result from 
experiments of short duration in whxch encounters with turbul-cncc are udlkely 
to occur. 

Since October 1962 the Clvll Ancraft Avworthness Data Recording 
Programme (CAADRP) has furrnshe?l data, recorded during rout;ne axline 
operations, on a variety of parameters relevant to an-worthlnoss, zncludng 
elevator angle aid normal acceleratzton. The histories of these parameters 
have been recorded as continuous analogue traces on photographic paper. 
Unfortunately, the need to record data from a large number of flyng hours and 
the unpracticality of frequent changes of the cassettes of photographx paper 
have dictated a choice of paper speed for cruising flight that 1s too low to 
allow the full analogue records of rapidly changing parameters to be recovered 
and only peak values can be determIned. However, during both the take-off 
and clmlb-out and the descent and land-ing phases of flight a hxgher paper speed 
is used and this permits the complete hIstories to be read with fair accuracy. 
Due to a fault in a switch, the whol.e of one cassette in a large turboJet trsns- 

port six--" ,caLt was run at the higher speed of about &.O mn/min as aganst 10 rm/min. 
During the comparatively short time (about 25 hr) for winch the xcoraer 
operated wylth this fault, the axcraft happened to encounter in cruising flight 

a patch 3f turbulence of moderate intensity and. long duration, such as 1s met 
by this alrcraft, on average, only once in about 500 to 1000 hours. It was 
declded to take advantage of this fortunate conxxdence by using the data 
acquired to examine the influence which elevator movements, produced by the 

automatic control system, had on the normal accelerations experienced. 

. 
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The general subJect of the possibilities which exist for modifying the 
response of an aweraft to turbulence by employing autostabilisation was also 

considered, albelt within a restrxted framework. 

Three excerpts from the CAADRP record are selected for analysis. The 
normal accelerations due to the recorded elevator movements are computed by 
the method descrxbed in section 3 and thez contribution to the total normal 
accelerations 1s detenned; these results are presented in section 4. 
The hscussion then turns to an assessment of the influence of an idealised 

autostabiliser on an aircraft's response to harmonic vertical gusts. 

This topic is first consldered in general terms (sectlon 5.1); next 
the analysis employed for the case chosen here of a pitch-rate autostabillser 

law is developed (sectlon 5.2) and the results obtalned are presented and 
&scussed (section 5.3). 

2 TKE COMPONENTS OF THE RESPONSE DURING FLIGhT THROUGH TURBULENCE 

If the sz~rcraft behaves as a linear system then the response to any 
combination of disturbances is the sum of the responses due to each dxturbance 
alone. From a symmetrical lnitlsl flight contitwn where turbulence* has 
negllglble Influence the subsequent response, measured relative to sustaIned. 

level flight, may be expressed as 

(total response) : (response due to turbulence) 

+ (response due to non-zero initial values of w and q) 

+ (response due to dd'ference between q and qt), 

where it 1s assumed that for sustained level flight the z component of the 
velocity (w) is zerc (x.e. aerodynsmlo-body axes *,3 are employed) and that 
the elevator angle (q) has the value q t' 

By calculating the sum of the second and third terms on the right-hand 
side of the above expressIon and subtracting this from the left-hand side the 

contribution of turbulence alone to the dlsturbsnce fmm level flight may be 
found. 

The elevator angle history during flight through turbulence has not only 

a component associated with the disturbance due to the turbulence but also a 
component associated with any required ch~~lyes in the overall flight path. 

* Withln this Report the word 'turbulence' 1s used to mean any departure of 
the atmosphere from rest, on such a scale that the motion of an alrcrsft 1s 
affected. 
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Strictly, because these two components cannot be separated, It is not correct 
to speak of the thud term on the right-hand side as 'the ccntrlbutlon of 
elevator movement to the response in turbulence' since part of this, together 
w.th the precebng term, should be regarded as the response in a manoeuvre. 

In moderate to severe turbulence the changes U-I normal acceleration and 
elevator angle asscouted with the turbulence are considerably larger and mere 
rapld than those associated wth any superunposed manoeuvre; the latter may 
therefore be duregarded for the present purpose of assessng, in largely 
qualltatlve terms, the influence of elevator movements on the normal accelera- 
tlons experienced. 

The extent to which the elevator movements exert a favourable or 
unfavourable mf'luence on the varlcus structural loads experienced or the 

comf'ort of the crew and passengers 1s not ccnsldered: it could be determined 
only from a much more detalled analysis than 1s can-led cut here, backed up by 
the recording of a number of adtituxnal parameters. 

3 METHOD FOR CALCULATING THE RESPONSE TO ELEVATOR MOVEMENT 

The response of the awcraf't tc elevator movement 1s assumed to be 
governed by the equations of short-pencd longitudinal motlcn for a rlgld au- 
craft (whvhlch may also be employed when, as here, aeroelastlc effects are 
ccnsldered only on a quaa-statlo basLs), vu, 

The nctatlcn 1s that of Refs.2 and 3; note in particular that the 
va.11ous coefflcxents in the aercdynamx force and moment expressaans are 

dynamic-ncnnallsed concise quantltles and not the 'stablllty coefflclents' of 
Bryant and Gates. 

The lncldence (here to be identlfled with h) and elevator deflectlon 
may be measured from any ccnvenlent cngux. In the present work the ongIn 
for ~1 was determlned by the CAADRP uxtrumentatlon. For each case the 

v=l.lue, qt' of q for sustained level flight could be found from a neighbouring 

portion of the flight record. The origin for iy was taken to correspond to 
this condition. 



The aero-noxnXl~sed derivatives 293 were supplied by the manufacturers of 

the arcraft and are appropriate III each case to the recorded values of air- 
speed, altitude, mass and cg position. (The last was deduced from the 

recorded talplane angle.) All the derivatives incorporate allowances, on a 

quasi-static basis, for the effects of aeroelastlclty: the derlvatlves Z.q and 
M4 arise entirely from aeroelastlcity. 

In accordance with the above choices of the orzglns for k and ?l, ze 
and ite were derived from 

(3) 
and 

i = -i?l e qqt * (4) 

At any instant when the contribution of turbulence to the total aircraft 
response was negligzble the values of ;Y and { could be found, under certain 
simpllfylng assumptions, from the recorded varlatlons In q and n (cg normal 
acceleration) xn conjunctIon with equations (1) to (4). The equations of 
motion were solved by a marching method, usmg the recorded elevator angle as 
the Input q(t). 

In order to gain an idea of the validity of the mathematical model thus 
defined It was decxded to calculate the responses to the measured elevator 
movements In symmetric manoeuvres in calm ar and compare these rslth the 
measured responses. From the cruise portlons of the CAADRP record two 
periods which seemed to cover such manoeuvres were Identified: these were 
designated cases 1 and 2. The flight condltlons for these are given in 
Table 1 below (section 4). 

The results of computing the arrrcraft's response in the two manoeuvres 

are shorm in the dashed-line graphs of Figs.1 and 2. It ml1 be seen that in 
both cases the agreement with the recorded response (solid-line graph) 1s 
generally good. It 1s as well to point out that, In the present context, a 
calculated normal acceleration 1s that of the actual cg whereas a measured: 

nor;nel acceleration is that experienced by an accelerometer attached to a part 
of the awcraft's structure which 1s close to the cg for some datum mass 
dlstrlbutxon. However, since attention 1s being concentrated on fairly low- 
frequency (below about 1 Hz) vana’aons, the two quantltles may Justifiably be 
compared tirectly. 
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As a partial check on the accuracy of the estimated cg posltlons, which 

would be affected by, for example, a change in datum for the tadplane angle, 

the responses in the two manoeuvres were also calculated for arbltrarlly chosen 

cg positions of 0.3 smc and 0.4 smc. From the results obtaned It was seen 

that, although in either case some improvement in the agreement of certain 

features could be obtaned by suxtably reposltionlng the cg, there was no 

evidence that the overall agreement would be Improved by any systematxc 

repos1t1onUlg. The orqlnally deduced cg posltlons for the manoeuvre and the 

turbulence cases were therefore taken to be correct. 

All in all, the results gave a hgh degree of confidence in the mathe- 

matlcal model. 

4 RES'JLTS OF RESPONSE CALCULATIONS FOR ENCOUNTERS WITH TURBULENCE 

The flying covered by the CAADRP record included one fairly long period 

of flight through a region contalnxng moderate turbulence nrtd three excerpts 

from thus were chosen for xwestLgatlon. These were designated cases 3 to 5. 

As is lndcated in Table 1 below, the flqht contitlons for these cases were 

not the same as for case 1 or ase 2; however, they do not &ffer sufflcxntly 

for there to be any reason to doubt that the mathematical model is as valid 

here as m the rrxnoeuvre casts. 

Table 1 

Flight condltlons for manoeuvres and turbulence encounters 

Airspeed (V) m/s 

Altitude km 

M.xh number 

Mass (m) kg 

cg posltlon $ stanclara 
mean chord (smc) 

Case 1 
~manoeuvre) 

234'1 

II.13 

o-793 

100l+o0 

37.0 

Case 2 
~manoeuv~ e) 

237-O 

9.51 
0.786 

97100 

36.5 

Cases 3-5 
:turbulence 
:ncounters) 

242'0 

I@* 21 

0.809 

132400 

3b.3 

The recorded: histories of elevator angle (q) and cg normdl acceleration 

(II) are given by the sold-lme graphs in Flgs.3 to 5. 

. 



Cases 3 and 4 start at txnes when the effects of turbulence are 

negligible. It was therefore possible to find the initial values of i? and \ 

ana to calculnte the response due to these Initial conditions and the 
subsequent elevator movements. The results of these calculations are shown 

by the dashed-line graphs in Figs.3 and 4. The dotted-line graphs were 

produced by differencing the corresponding values on the other two graphs and 
referring this difference to a datum of i g. They represent the response due 

to turbulence done of an a-craft with a fixed elevator which is initially in 
level flight. 

At the start of case 5 there is already conslderable response due to 

turbulence end therefore the 'turbulence alone component cannot be deduced by 

the above techruque. It was deeded in this case to subtract from the total 

response ori~y the contribution due to elevator movement. This ccntributlon 

and the result of subtracting It from the total response are shown by the 
dashed- and the dotted-line graphs, respectively, in F1g.5. The neglect of 
the influence of non-zero imtiel values of w and q will have a noticeable: 
effect only during the first 1 set of the response. 

In all three cases the contributions from elevator movement to the 
largest increments (from the I g level) in cg normal acceleratxon are mostly 
small. Increments of lower magnitude are neither consistently increased nor 
consistently decreased by elevator movement. It is clear that the genersl 
character of the history of cg normal acceleration in this period of flight 
through turbulence has not been sig~fxantly influenced by the actIons of the 
autostablllser. 

It may be asked whether or not there is any scope for obtalrung a useful 

reduction in the response to turbulence by employing an autostabiliser. A 
partzl answer to this questlon is provided by the following sections. 

5 THE B'FECI! OF AN AUTOSTABILISER ON THE RESPONSE TO VERTICAL GUSTS 

In recent years great strides have been taken in the design and 
implementation of autostabilisatlon systems for controlling various features 
of the dynsmlc motions of flexible mrcraft. An idea of the scope of these 
developments can be obtained from the relevant papers in Ref.4. The purpose 
of the following discussion of the influence of an autostabdlsatlon system 
on the response to gusts is not to analyse the effect of any particular system 
ever a wde range of flight conditions, let alone to determIne the best types 
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of system to employ. Rather, It is limited to se'ctlng cut the prlnclp1e.s 

which govern the performance of desksed autostabdisers in turbulence of a 

particular form and dlustratlng these by assessing the scope for reducing 
the normal-acceleration response by means of a pitch-rate autostablluer. It 
is hoped that by this approach It pnll be possible to gain some InsIght Into 
the basic problem of moddying the response to gusts by emplcylng auto- 
stabllisatlon. 

In the following sections all quantltws are defuxxlrelative to theu 

level-flight values. 

5.1 General ccnsideratlons 

It 1s assumed that the aucraft 1s flying through a reg~cn in which the 
vertxal velocity of the air, the 'gust veloclty', varies sinusoIdsHy with 
the &stance along the flight path. That 15, If s denotes the flight-path 
alstance, the gust velocity "w (positive aowm3r-as) 1s given by 

ww = iw sin ns * , 

where n = 2&L ana L is the wavelength of the gusts. 
If the speeds of flight 1s constant the varlaticn of the gust velocity at a 
typical station along the alrcraft 1s given by 

where 

w = W wW s3.n wt , (6) 

w = VR = mv/L. (7) 

The forced-csclllatlon response in a quantity S, which 1s in general a linear 
comblnatxcn of w, q and thexr derlvatlves and utegrsls, may be expressed as 

or, consiknng the response to the complex znput GW exp(i wt), 

$ exp (1 wt) 
= 8, exp (- i $s ) . (9) 

G 

* All amplitudes, 1.e. quantltles with a superscribed bar, are posltlve. 
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$s is the phase angle, which is defined to lie in the interval (- x, x], and 

isGposltlve for the output lagging the Input. 

Slmilarl;y, let the forced-oscillation response in 6 to a sinusoidsl 
elevator motion of frequency w, i.e. q = q sin wt, be expressed as 

% F = 
rl 

EE sm (wt - $J~ ) , 
E 

or, c.f. (9) 

Tj exp (i at) 
= 6, exp (- i $s ) . 

E 

It is now assumed that the elevator is moved according to the law 

where s is a linear combination of w, q and their derivatives and integrals. 
This represents the action of an autostabdiser, idealise8 by neglecting all 
lags in the system. The stabilised alroraft can be represented by the block 
diagram below. 

This differs from most systems with feedback in that the feedback term (q) 
cannot simply be added to the input (w,) since these two terms produce response 

of the avcraft in essentislly different ways. 

From the above block diagram it may be seen that the response of the 
stabilised aircraft to gusts is expressible as 
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(response of stabilised arcraft to gusts) = (response of unstablllsed arcraft 

to gusts) 

+ (response of unstablllsed arcraft 
to induced elevator movement). 

Now the induced elevator movement IS, by the autostabillser law (12) above, 
proportional to a quantxty E in the response of the stabilised aucraft. 

Then, if quantities relatng to the unstabdised aircraft are dutlngushed 
from the corresponding ones for the stablllsed arcraft by the adtitlon of the 
suffix o to then symbols, the response of the stabdud airoraft is given by 

6G 

$ exp (1 wt) 
= EG exp (- 146 ) 

G 

= 
‘Go exp (- i $s 

Go 
) + GE zG exp (- i $ 

EG 
) gEo exp (- I $s ) 

Eo 

. . . (13) 

= exp (- i 4s 
Go 

) [EGO + GE EG FE0 exp i- 4b, + $ - $6 )I I . 
Eo 'G Go 

. . . (14) 

Write 

@SE0 + @EG - @hGo = e’ 

e* = .I1 - x sign (e’l) < e”, 7c/2 > , 

rr = exp [- i(e' - e*)j , 

where < a,b > E integer part of la/b1 . 

Then 

(15) 

(16b) 

(16~) 

6G 

“;w 
exp (id) = 

exp (- i +6Go) [EGO + cGE EG EEo exp (- I. e*) I . 

. . . (17) 
e* is termed the 'phase error' and 1s m the interval [- x/2, x/2] whde cr 

takes the values +I and -1. 
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Only when the phase error is zerc can the autostablllser produce the same 
proportional. change xn 6 throughout a cycle, and in general it is likely that 
attempts to achieve a satisfactory response xn S by emplcylng an autostabiliser 
will be successful only if the phase errcr is fairly small. 

Fran (17) 

-2 
SG = F2 Go + 2cGE EG EGG0 6X0 ccs e* + (GE EG EEC) 2 . (78) 

Hence If GE is posltlve (and not too large) the amplitude of the response m S 

is reduced if rs is negative, and vice versa. 

Forasmuch as the expressions derived above contain on their right-hand 
sides symbols relstlng to the response of the stablEsed aircraft, it could be 

argued that they have lxttle practxal value since they do not permit one to 
draw conclusions about the effect of an autostablllser before performing a full 
analysis. However, as 1s shown below, it is possible through them to 
predxt the effects of small changes in the gearing from values for which B 
full analysis is wallable. Also, they are useful in ading one's inter- 
pretatlon of the results from such an analyst and they will be employed In 

this role when the results presented In section 5.3, which were obtalned by the 
method described in the next section, are bscussed. 

Suppose that the gearing is small enough for EG and # to differ little 
from Eco and $ respectively. Then from (18) EG 

EGO 

s 2uGE EGO EGO SC ccs e: + (GE g Go ‘GC)’ ’ (19) 

If GE 1s suffxlently small the second term on the right-hand side may be 
Ignored and the left-hand side appronmated by 2&c (EG - 6,c). 

Then 
EG - EGO n oG iGo EEC ccs e; , E 

or 
gG - EGO u EGO FE0 ccs e* 0 n 
'GC Go FGC 

= PC' say. (21) 

Now the aircraft with any particular amount of autostabilisation may be 

consldered In place of the unstabilised aircraft as constituting the 'datum' 

system. More generally, then, if the gearing is changed by a small mount AGE, 
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. 

. 

(22) 

where the suff~ 4 denotes that the amplxtudes and phase angles are 'local' 
quantxtles, i.e. appropriate to the aircraft with <an autostabillser gearing 
of G . E It may be noted that a previously unaonsldered response, that of the 
stabdlsed aircraft to harmonic elevator movement, has been introduced. 

P, which 1s termed the 'pay-off func'clon', 1s a mea.swe of the effectlve- 
ness of a change in gearing of the autostablllser in modlfyng the response in 

s. The magrntude of P for a single comblnatlon of frequency and ~eanng 1s 
not very slgrufxant but the varlatlon of P vnth frequency and/or gearing 1s) 
as ml1 be seen in section 5.3, a useful pcnnter ~.n predxtlng the benefits 
of a change in gearing. 

P = 0 correspond3 to a turning point of EG. EG4 ml1 not u:,ually be zerc for 
practlcd frequencies 
le*l - 

and therefore the turning points of EG occur when 

4' -7t /2. 

5.2 Method for calculating the response to vertical gusts 

Conslder ,an alrcraf't flying at constant spwd V through a region where 
the vertical velocit.7 of the au- ww vane8 along the flight path. Now If a 
length I; which 1s :haracl,erlstlc of the spatial varlatlon of ww is large in 
compnnson with the tall arm of the aircraft It may be assumed that the 
vertlcal velocity of the air LS constant along the length of the an-craft. 
If, furthermore, the characterlstx temporal frequency of the varlatlon of ww, 

2bc v/L, IS small It may be assumed that quasi-steady aerodynamics, as used in 
the analysts of the auxraft's behanour xn still a.z~r, are appropriate to this 
case. Then the equations of motion become 

[(I + E*) 5 + Zw] iyK + 1;; B + Eq] ^s + zrl q-& 5 + iw] 'yw = 0 (23) 

and 
1;; 6 + l?iJ GK + )(I + iit) 5 + iiqj 6 + iiq q-)lQ + SW] G${ = 0 ) ( 244) 

where the suffix K denotes that wK 1s measured relative to the earth. 

If the arcraft is fltted lrnth a simple pitch-rate autostabIlIser, for 
which the control law 1s 

rl = Gqq, ( 25) 

then the equations of motion for flight through vertical gusts fln,dly become 



where 

(28) 

From the above equations the acceleratxon derivatives attached to $ were 
omitted since it was convenient to employ equations of the same form to describe 
either the response to elevator movement or the response to vertical gusts. 
This further approtimatlon, which can introduce only quite small errors at the 
frequencies considered, was thought to be Justlfled in the present exploratory 
investigation. 

The emplltude and phase angle of the forced-oscillation noxmal-accelera- 

tlon response to a harmonic variation of either T) alone or wW alone were 
obtaned from the particular-integral part of the analytical solution of 
equations (26) and (27). 

5.3 Results of calculations of response to harmonic vertical gusts 

The aerodynarmc data used in these calculations were the same as for the 

turbulence encounters (cases 3, 4 and 5). The use of these data does not mean 
that the results obtained are necessarily vslCl for the actual aircraft since, 

although its autostabiliser law contains what is nominally a pitch-rate term, 
the assumed simple. pitch-rate law, free from lags, is not followed. Also, 
the results obtained do not by themselves indicate whether or not a pitch-rate 
autostabiliser law would be desirable for this aircraft slice any such law has 
to be chosen to give the stabilised aircraft good flying characteristics in a 
variety of situations. 

The variation of the natural penod, frequency and relative damping of 
the aircraft's short-period longltudindl mode with variations in the gearing 
of the autostabillser are shown in Fig.6. For gearings up to about I.5 the 
natural period is not greatly altered: for higher values the period increases 
rapidly and becomes infinite (corresponding to crItica damping) for a 

gearing of about 2.2. Since large Increases in the natural period are 
unacceptable from a general handling standpoint It may be deduced that the 
practlcsl range of gearings extends to about l-5 at most. 

flhe terns ; r, and G q km been retained to allow for an elevator lnpt In addition to that, 
prmb.md by I $abi11ser. he a”to 
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The amplitudes of the cg normal-acceleration response to harmonx 
vert1ca.l gusts of 1 m/SIX amp11tuae, for gearulgs of 0, 0.25, 0.5, I.0 and 
2.0, are shown xn F1g.7. For the unstabdlsed auvza.ft (Gq = 0) the graph 
of amplitude versus frequency has a pronounced peak at about 0.3 Hz, at which 
the amplitude exceeds the uxf'inite-frequency value, to which all the graphs 

tend asymptotzcally, by !9+$. (Smce the analysts employed 1s nwalC~ for 
h-Lgh frequencies this Infinite-frequency value has no physlcal mearnng but 
merely serves as a convenient datum.) The overshoot 1s reduced markedly for 
quite low gearings - a gewlng of 0.5 reduces It to 23$-and. It 1s clear that 
little 1s ganved by xxreaslng the gearing above about c-0. 

At low frequencies nG 1s increased by xwre~sng G : 
9 

these lov-frequexy 
results are not very meanngful, hcwever, fl?stly because the >hugcid mode has 
been neglected, and secondly because a pitch-attitude term wwld probably he 
incorporated in the autostablllser law to deal with lorL:-penod dxturhances. 
The sutostablliser 1s Utmost ineffectual :tt freqwncles above about 0.75 Hz. 

It is of interest that the greatest av&tude of gust response, for a 
given gust amp11tuue, occurs at a higher frequency than the natural frequency 
of the shcrt-period mode and that the difference between these frequencies 
increases as the autostabIlIser gearing 1s increased. The recorded hlstories 
of n in cases 3, 4 and 5 support the frst of these results ~nxce the 
dominant period of osclllatlon appears to he in the range 2 to 3 sec. Also, 
they seem to lndxate that the contrlbutlon of elevator movement to norx~al 
acceleration dropped as the frequency of the response x~reased (compare, for 

instance, Flgs.3 and 5). 

Corresponding results for the normal-acceleration response at a pant 
23 m ahead of the cg, roughly the posltlon of the pllot, are presented in 
Flg.8. (Because of the clcsefiess of the graphs only those for Gq = 0, O-5 
and I-O are shown.) Tie autostabillser shghtly increases the response at 
this posltlon except in a narrow hand of frequencies surroundng the frequency 
for peak response. Raising the gearing above about 0.5 1s of little benefit. 

From Flg.6 it 1s seen that for G 
9 

= I.0 the relative damplng 1s Just 
below 0.7, which 1s often regarded as being near to the optunum value from 
the general handling standpant. It would seem, then, that a pitch-rate 

autostablliser nth a gearing of I.0 could improve the longltutinal short- 
period handling of the arcraft and also produce a useful, though hardly 
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dramatic, decrease in the og normal-acceleratxn response to turbulence in the 
frequency band where this response as hzghest. 

The above results for the cg normal-acceleration response may now be 

considered in the light of the snalysas of sectaon 5.1. For the moment 
attention is concentrated on the performanoe of an autostab~l~ser with a very 
low gearing. Here the phase error e; and the pay-off function P 0' as defined 

in section 5.1, are given by 

together with equstlons (16), and 

(29) 

The three component pax3 of amplitude and assocxked phase angle are 
shown in Figs.9 to 11. The resultant values of e; and PO are shown in 

Flg.12. The graph of PO is very pesky, x?Lcating that, as was seen from 
Fig.7, the autostaboJlser is most effective only over a small range of 
frequencies. (The low-frequency results which indicate large posltlve values 
of PO are omitted for convenience - as noted earlier, they are of llt'kle 
slgnlficance.) Examination of the various factors 1x1 PO shows that a rapld 
change of co3 e; is the maJor cause of the steep slope of PO at low 
frequencies. At the higher frequencies the phase error becomes quite large 
but the Mann reason for the sharp decrease of PO 13 a decrease III the produot 

%o %ofiGo. The contributory effects may be seen to be first the rapld 
decrease, with xxreasxng frequency, of 4$o compared with that of KG0 (compare 
Figs.10 and 11) and second the relatively poor performance of the elevator 
in produolng normal acoeleratlon at the higher frequencies (see Flg.9). With 
the aid of Fig.12 It may be deduced that for any frequency above O-145 Hz 
the ~UURJIU amplitude of the response occurs for some posltlve value of G : 
for lower frequencies, a positive value of G snoreases the amplitude. 

9 
9 

S>nce the phase angles for patc2ung velocity and pitching acceleration 
differ by an odd multiple of x/2 the graph of e. * indicates that an auto- 
stablllser with a pitch-acceleratxn law would be largely Ineffective, for low 
gearings anyway, since the phase error would be large over the most important 



range of frequencies. It can be shown that such an autostabillser mth a 

higher gearing would produce the unacceptable result of a large ncrease in 

the natural period accompanied by only a slight uxxwase III the relative ' 

danpIng. Therefore the posslblllty of dennng much benefit from including 

a pitch-acceleration term in the autostabillserlaw can be dlsmlssed. 

Attention 1s now turned to the questlon of the effects of further 

nxxeases in Gq by conslderlng the graphs of the pay-off function for gearings 

of O-25, 0.5, I.0 and 2-O which are presented III F1g.13. At the frequencies 

where the graph of PO in&cat4 that slzeable benefits could be obtained by 

employuxg autostabIlisatIon, these graphs show that as G 1s Increased a given 
4 

(mall) Increment in Gq produces a progressively smaller reduction (expressed 

as a proportlon of the 'local' value) .~n the magnitude of the response. NO 

parameter can be sIngled out as playing the dominant role III causng this 

decllne of the pay-off. 

Flg.13 indxates that a consxlerntlon of P may be useful when trying to 

fix the gearxng of an autostab111ser. For nxtance, If analyses hadbeen 

carned out for gearings of 0, 0.25 and O-5 It would already be obvious from 

a conslderatlon of the graphs ofP for these cases that further xnoreases of 

gearing would perhaps not be worthwhIle. Used together vnth the values of 

the relative damping for these gearings, extrapolation from which 1s quite 

Tellable, as oan be seen from Flg.6, these graphs could have led to the 

conclusion that a sutable value to choose for the gesnng would be between 

o-5 and 1.0. 

Finally, It may be remarked that suce the pay-off function depends on 

three amplitudes and three phase angles, all of which are frequency-dependent, 

It would mdeed be fortunate If the response quantity E could be chosen such 

as to make the pay-off sensibly independent of frequency; therefore, worth- 

while benefits vnll often be obtaned over only a narrow band of frequencies. 

6 CONCLUDING DISCUSSION 

The normal accelerations experienced by modern transport ancraft in 

crusng flight through turbulence contaxn a component due to the elevator 

movements produced by the automatic control system and It 1s often asked what 

is the magnitude and nature of this component. Usually one cannot answer 

this questlon snce the data which would enable one to do so are either not 

recorded at all or not recorded ~.n sufflclent d&al. However, data which 
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permitted the calculation of the elevator-induced normal accelerations during 

a period of flight through moderate turbulence became available, through 
fortutous olrcumstances, from the Civil Aircraft Airworthiness Data Recording 
Programme. In thxs Report the results of calculations for three excerpts from 
ths period of flight are presented. The vslitity of the mathematuxl model 
used was checked using data from the same source. 

It 1s found that the influence of the elevator was quite small and was 

such that it neither consistently increased nor consistently decreased the 
amplitudes of the excursions in cg normal acceleration. 

In order to explore the reasons for the above flnbngs and to assess In 
more general terms the scope for mohfying the response of an arcraft by 
employing autostablllsation, the influence of an ideslued autostabdlser on 
the response to harmonx vertuxl gusts was oonsulered. From the analysx and 
results presented It 1s seen that an autostablluer msy well be of practical 
benefit over only a small range of frequenoles. However, for the particular 
aircraft and flight conhtlons consIdered here a pitch-rate autostablllser is 
effective ureduclng the amplitude of the cg normal-acceleration response at 
the frequencies where it 1s largest. It appears that a useful reduction In 
smplltude could be obtaned by using such an autostablllser with a gearing of 
I deg/( deg/sec) ; for this geerIng the relative damping of the aircraft's short- 
period longitudinal mode is 0.7. 
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SYMBOLS 

General notation 

tifferentlal operator 

gearing of pitch-rate autostablluer 

gearing of autostablliser (equation (12)) 

wavelength of gusts: m 

pay-off function 
speed of flight: m/set 
phase error: rad 
mass of aircraft: kg 

cg normal acceleration: g units 
rate of pitch: rad/sec 
aircraft velocity relative to the au in the z hrectlon: m/set 
ancraft velocity relative to the earth in the e du-ectlon: m/set 
velocity of the au relative to the earth in the z du-ectlon: m/set 
typical response quantity 
typxal response quantity, fed into autostabiluer 
elevator angle: i-ad 
elevator angle for sustaued level flight: rad 

parsmeter defining sense of effect of autostabillser (see 
section 5.1) 

phase angle of response 1x1 6: i-ad 
frsquency of harmonic variation: rad/sec 

for the unstabilised aircraft 
due to elevator movement 
due to gusts 
evaluated locally 

smplltude of hannonx vanatlon 

dynamic-normalised qusntlty - sea below 

Defuntlons of dynamc-normalised quantities 

For a full explanation of the dynamic-nonnallsed system the reader 
should consult Refs.2 snd 3. Some of the basic quantities used in the 
system are given below; the symbols used in this Report are then defined. 

The definitions make use of the identities between reference speeds, lengths, 
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etc. which existed in the present numerical work and are not necessarily 

generally valid defiutions of dynamic-normalised quantities. It 1s assumed 
that it is unnecessary to reproduce here the definitions of a certam number 
of standard symbols 

$2 z-c e .z e 

ac 
2 z-2 

w 
ai? 

ac 
.E. = -4 

w a(ni%) 

cz= z 
& v2s 

cm= M 
+v2se 

aircraft moment of inertia in pltoh: kg m2 

Iii =- +-c e ‘y me 

fi =-. 
w 

P a% 

ac A 1L m. = - . m 
w ly a(S) 

ac ” 
% = 

-+ m 
ly a^s 

. 

. 
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